In the model system of two instantaneously and symmetrically coupled identical Stuart-Landau oscillators we demonstrate that there exist stable solutions with symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking. These states are characterized by a non-trivial fixed phase or amplitude relationship between both oscillators, while simultaneously maintaining perfectly harmonic oscillations of the same frequency. While some of the surrounding bifurcations have been previously described, we present the first detailed analytical and numerical description of these states and present analytically and numerically how they are embedded in the bifurcation structure of the system, arising both from the in-phase and the anti-phase solutions, as well as through a saddle-node bifurcation. The dependence of both the amplitude and the phase on parameters can be expressed explicitly with analytic formulas. As opposed to previous reports, we find that these symmetry-broken states are stable, which can even be shown analytically. As an example of symmetry-breaking solutions in a simple and symmetric system, these states have potential applications as bistable states for switches in a wide array of coupled oscillatory systems.
In the model system of two instantaneously and symmetrically coupled identical Stuart-Landau oscillators we demonstrate that there exist stable solutions with symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking. These states are characterized by a non-trivial fixed phase or amplitude relationship between both oscillators, while simultaneously maintaining perfectly harmonic oscillations of the same frequency. While some of the surrounding bifurcations have been previously described, we present the first detailed analytical and numerical description of these states and present analytically and numerically how they are embedded in the bifurcation structure of the system, arising both from the in-phase and the anti-phase solutions, as well as through a saddle-node bifurcation. The dependence of both the amplitude and the phase on parameters can be expressed explicitly with analytic formulas. As opposed to previous reports, we find that these symmetry-broken states are stable, which can even be shown analytically. As an example of symmetry-breaking solutions in a simple and symmetric system, these states have potential applications as bistable states for switches in a wide array of coupled oscillatory systems.
The advantage of generic models in the nonlinear sciences is that they can approximate a wide variety of systems. Coupled oscillators are an important example. Often coupled oscillators possess an intrinsic symmetry, e.g. all oscillators being identical. In this case, symmetrybreaking bifurcations (sometimes also called 'spontaneous symmetry breaking') can create collective dynamics that no longer reflect the underlying structure of the system. In this paper we investigate and analytically describe a type of symmetry-breaking solution in a minimal oscillatory setup. Using the well-known Stuart-Landau oscillator, a model that can approximate a wide variety of realworld systems, we find symmetry-breaking solutions exhibiting harmonic oscillations. These patterns are naturally bistable, making them excellent candidates for use as a bistable switch.
I. INTRODUCTION
The harmonic oscillator is a universal model for systems with small oscillations. Such systems are abundant in nature with different appearances. While the position and momentum oscillate in the classical mechanical pendulum, in LC circuits a periodic change between current and voltage is induced, and plain electromagnetic waves are made up of magnetic and electric fields reciprocally driving themselves. However, many systems in nature exhibit a self-regulating amplitude which cannot be described by a linear harmonic oscillator. Examples include the population dynamics in predatorprey systems [1, 2] , the periodic changes in the density of the chemical species in chemical oscillations [3, 4] , or the electric field inside an active laser cavity [5] . In all these cases, the oscillations converge towards a well-defined amplitude sustained by nonlinear interactions, i.e. a stable limit cycle exists. The Stuart-Landau equation is a nonlinear extension of the harmonic oscillator and it can be thought of as the simplest possible nonlinear extension [6] to describe these amplitude dynamics. Therefore the Stuart-Landau equation is arguably the most important model system for nonlinear oscillators.
The field of nonlinear dynamics is devoted to understanding the universal behavior of classes of systems. This is done by studying the topology of the state space for different parameters and connecting it with knowledge of the underlying bifurcations thereof. One of the most common and fundamental bifurcations is the Andronov-Hopf-bifurcation [7, 8] , which describes the smooth onset of oscillations with a finite frequency. The Stuart-Landau oscillator is the normal-form of such a bifurcation [9, 10] . Therefore, any nonlinear system close enough to an Andronov-Hopf-bifurcation can be approximated by a Stuart-Landau oscillator.
While a single Stuart-Landau system is well understood, even such a simple system can lead to a rich zoo of dynamics in spatially extended versions. This can be done in two ways: First, if coupling is strong and oscillators can be thought of as a homogeneous field one obtains a system of PDE's, i.e., the Ginzburg-Landau-equations [6] . Alternatively, when only a finite number of oscillators is considered, one arrives in the field of network or graph theory. We will be using the second approach in this paper. Real-world examples of networks of oscillators still cover a wide range of applications, numerical models and experiments from coupled lasers [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] to nanomechanical systems [20] , chemical oscillators [21, 22] , coupled tunnel diodes [23] and the famous 17th century study of synchronized mechanical clocks by Christiaan Huygens and modern versions thereof [24] . While many fascinating phenomena of coupled oscillators can be studied in pure phase-oscillators [25] [26] [27] or in chaotic maps [28] , we believe the results of this paper to be mostly applicable to oscillators possessing more than a single degree of freedom.
The study of coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators has been a very active topic in the physics community for at least a decade. Among others, coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators have been shown to exhibit chaotic motion [29] [30] [31] [32] , amplitude and oscillation death [33, 34] , coherence resonance [35, 36] , chimera states [37] , chimera death [38] , cluster states [32, 39, 40] and more. Among bifurcation theorists in the Figure 1 . Sketch of the fundamental principles: When coupling two identical oscillators synchronization is easily achieved, even for low coupling strength. Increasing the coupling together with nonlinearities (i.e. shear) can lead to a symmetry-breaking. This naturally leads to bistability, which can be used as a switch. mathematical community, the bifurcation structure of coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators has been thoroughly studied by Golubitsky and co-workers [41] . Of note in this context is that the intrinsic connection between system solutions, bifurcations and the natural symmetries of the system is a valuable field of inquiry in itself. Especially the mathematical approach of equivariant bifurcation theory is a powerful tool for predicting likely dynamics of physical systems with inherent symmetries. However, even in the landmark case for this approach, i.e. coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators, one can still investigate novel patterns, which extend the established analytical and theoretical descriptions.
In this paper, we present new numerical results and analytical descriptions for a type of symmetry-breaking solution. These solutions exhibit a nontrivial symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking while perfectly maintaining rotational invariance. This is despite the fact, that the coupling we employ does not break any symmetries, and thus is not directly related to the usual Amplitude or Oscillation Death bifurcation scenarios [33] . These solutions have not been described in detail before, and we will therefore highlight their connection with the established bifurcation structures of coupled oscillatory systems. They are especially applicable to the case of lasers, where similar results have been obtained recently [15, 42] .
One of the main applications of bifurcation theory has always been the description of general bifurcation scenarios that can later be reproduced in more detailed models and experimental setups. One application that is obvious for the states found in this paper will be a bistable switch. For this, the Stuart-Landau system is especially suited because of it's generality. Fig. 1 illustrates the mechanism through which bistability can be generated by symmetry-breaking: While two identical oscillators are often found to synchronize when coupled symmetrically, this symmetry can be broken via subsequent bifurcations. When such a symmetry-broken state is achieved through sufficiently strong coupling, multistability follows naturally from the symmetries of the underlying system. This bistability can then be used as a switch. One can switch between both stable states with the help of a control signal, e.g. a pulse or a controlled disruption of the motion. An example of this basic principle can also be found in Ref. [15] .
II. MODEL
While it is known that time-delayed coupling and timedelayed self-feedback, as well as parameter mismatches and large or complex topologies can lead to a wide range of different dynamics, these extensions have the disadvantage of possessing a large number of parameters on which the dynamics critically depends. Furthermore, the more degrees of freedom are introduced into a system, the more can one expect to find a large number of solutions. In this paper, we want to address as many nonlinear systems as possible. We therefore focus on the fundamental case of two instantaneously coupled StuartLandau oscillators, described by the variables Z 1,2 ∈ C in the following system of ODEs:
Here λ ∈ R is the bifurcation parameter with an AndronovHopf-bifurcation occurring at λ = 0 in a solitary oscillator, ω ∈ R is the frequency of the free-running oscillator. The sign of the real part of the nonlinearity γ ∈ C defines whether the Andronov-Hopf-bifurcation is sub-or supercritical, while the imaginary part defines the hardness of the spring and induces an amplitude-phase coupling. Im(γ) is also linked to the amplitude-phase or linewidth-enhancement factor of semiconductor lasers [43] . We can assume that many nonlinear oscillators will have an effective Im(γ) = 0 since higher-order nonlinearities may lead to a similar coupling between phase and amplitude. The coupling between the oscillators is defined by the coupling strength κ ∈ R and coupling phase φ ∈ [0, 2π].
Later on we will also use the complex notation σ = κ exp(iφ ). For our numerical simulations we set Re(γ) = −0.1 (supercritical case), Im(γ) = 0.5, ω = 1 and κ = 0.1, unless noted otherwise. This model can approximate a wide range of different oscillatory systems that are coupled instantaneously, i.e., with negligible transmission and coupling delay. Owing to the fact that the Stuart-Landau system is the normal form of an Andronov-Hopf-bifurcation, any system close to such a bifurcation can be approximated with the nonlinearity of Eqs. (1) and (2) . Note that by redefining λ = λ − κ cos φ and ω = ω − κ sin φ one can also transform the coupling such that it does not include any self-feedback. Additionally, one can also either set κ = 1 or λ = 1 by a normalization of Z.
III. BIFURCATIONS AND STABLE SOLUTIONS
From a mathematical viewpoint, Eqs. (1) and (2) (1) and (2) as a function of λ and coupling phase φ for different Im(γ) . White areas correspond to the trivial off-state, light peach areas to the in-phase and bright blue areas to the anti-phase state, with their overlap in purple. Green corresponds to symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking (SBL), while dark green marks this state with multistability either with the in-phase or anti-phase orbits (SBL+IP/AP). Light grey indicates higher order dynamics, e.g. quasiperiodic behavior. Lower row shows analytically derived bifurcation lines given by Eqs. (3) and (4) for the Hopf of the in-phase (H IP ) and anti-phase solution (H AP ), Eqs. (5) and (6) for the torus (T IP and T AP ), and Eqs. (7) and (8) duced by the coupling between the single oscillators. The reflection is given by Z 1 ↔ Z 2 and the identity. S 1 is the rotational symmetry of the truncated Hopf normal form, i.e., e iθ f (Z) = f (e iθ Z) for all angles θ ∈ [0, 2π], where f (Z) = (λ + iω + γ |Z| 2 )Z . These symmetries are also reflected in the natural solutions for Eqs. (1) and (2): The trivial off-state Z 1 = Z 2 = 0, the in-phase (IP) oscillatory solution Z 1 (t) = Z 2 (t) = r exp(iωt + θ ) with some constant r and ω, and arbitrary θ , as well as the anti-phase (AP) solution
The model presented in Eq. (1) and (2) can also be seen as the simplest case of a mean-field or globally coupled network of Stuart-Landau oscillators. This system has been studied extensively with respect to chaos in the large oscillator limit [29] [30] [31] [32] . There, cluster states with differing amplitudes have also been reported for mean-field coupled networks. Following Ref. [29] , these states can be described with equations similar to Eq. (1) and (2), but different coupling weights given by the asymmetric sizes of clusters, also see Appendix D for details. Our focus here is on the symmetric case and in contrast to the existing literature, we find and analytically describe stable symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locked solutions. The works of Aronson et al. [44] deserve special mention, as they study the bifurcation structure of two coupled Hopf-normal forms in great detail. However, due to their choice of parameters (coupling shear to frequency), they claim that 'symmetric solutions are the only stable phase-locked solutions' for a symmetric setup. While we agree with their general analysis, we can clearly refute this particular claim for the cases shown in the paper here. Here, we prepare the system close to one of the three solutions mentioned above, let the system evolve and record the eventually reached stable state. Thus we numerically obtain an approximate map of stability for these solutions. We also tried random initial conditions but could not find any additional stable states. As can be seen from the colored regions in Fig. 2 a) , the different solutions have different regions of stability. Stable in-phase solutions (light peach) are centered around φ ≈ 0, while anti-phase solutions (bright blue) appear for φ ≈ π. There is a substantial overlap between in-phase and anti-phase solutions, indicated by the purple region of multistability in Fig. 2 a) . The off-state (white) is only stable for sufficiently small λ . These types of solutions are very typical of coupled oscillatory systems, and are especially apparent in coupled lasers [14, 15, 45, 46] , the beginnings of which go back to the early days of laser theory [47] . The lower half of Fig. 2 shows the corresponding bifurcation lines of which the relevant parts are reproduced in the toppanel. Bifurcations can be derived analytically with standard approaches for all important stability boundaries, of which the details can be found in the Appendix. The main bifurcations are the Andronov-Hopf bifurcations creating stable in-phase (H IP , black) and anti-phase (H AP , grey) limit cycles:
For Re(γ) < 0, the case shown in Fig. 2 , these are supercritical. Two Hopf-Hopf-points (black circles in Fig. 2 ) situated at φ = π/2, 3π/2 give birth to two additional secondary Andronov-Hopf or Torus-Bifurcations occurring for the inphase (T IP , dark blue) and anti-phase (T AP , orange) limit cycle, respectively:
Additionally, a pitchfork of limit cycles also limits the region of stability (P IP , violet, and P AP , brown):
The pitchfork bifurcation of the in-phase solution (violet line in Fig. 2 ) has also been identified with the Benjamin-Feir instability in the case of large networks of mean-field coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators (cf. Ref. [29] , and Appendix Sec. D)).
The symmetric picture of Fig. 2 a) gets distorted once we set Im(γ) = 0. This is the more general case describing a 'soft' spring, i.e. a spring that changes its frequency depending on the amplitude of oscillations. The actual sign of Im(γ) does not influence our results except for a change of sign in φ . The results for non-zero Im(γ) = 0 can be seen in Fig. 2 
The Andronov-Hopf-bifurcations (H IP and H AP ) and secondary Andronov-Hopf (Torus) bifurcations (T IP and T AP ) have not changed, as expected from the analytic formulas of Eqs. (3)- (6) . However, the pitchfork bifurcations of limit cycles (P IP and P AP ) have shifted and distorted significantly (brown and purple lines in the lower panels of Fig. 2 ). The bifurcations are no longer mirrored along φ = π. At some value of Im(γ) the Torus (T) and pitchfork (P) bifurcation cross each other (compare Fig. 2 b ) and c)) and then some regions no longer show any stable solutions previously discussed (grey and dark green areas). Most of these regions contain higher-order limit cycles and quasi-periodic behavior, which can be in-phase, anti-phase and even phase-unbounded. The regions marked in green contain a new solution, which we will refer to as 'symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking' (SBL).
IV. SYMMETRY-BROKEN AMPLITUDE-AND PHASE-LOCKING
A. Description
The regions marked in green in Fig. 2 c)-d) contain an additional type of stable synchronization, which we had not anticipated to find. These symmetry-broken amplitude-and phaselocking states are characterized by harmonic, regular oscillations with the same frequency for both oscillators, similar to the in-phase and anti-phase solutions, but the oscillators differ in amplitude and phase. Hence, in the phase-space of Re(Z) and Im(Z) these solutions appear as two discrete circular limit cycles for Z 1 and Z 2 as shown in Fig. 3 c) . In a co-moving frame these states are fixed points, which distinguishes them from the symmetry-broken intensity oscillations found for a small network of lasers in Ref. [46] . While a lot has been done on synchronization of Stuart-Landau oscillators [48] , we could not find any references to these 'symmetrybroken amplitude-and phase-locking' states in the literature, except for Aronson et al., who found them to be always unstable [44] . And even there, the authors did not calculate the solutions in detail, nor did they report any global properties of these states, as their focus was on non-identical oscillators. Indeed, as seen by the numerical results in Fig. 2 , these states only become visible for sufficiently high Im(γ), which may explain their absence from the literature. They do however exist for most of the parameter plain of λ > 0, as we will show. They are locally stable where a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation bounds the in-phase and anti-phase regions of stability.
The symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-coupling states present an interesting case of how symmetry-breaking bifurcations can be used to generate bistable switches. Due to the symmetries of Eq. (1) and (2), it is impossible to predict which oscillator will have the larger amplitude. While the Z 2 -exchange symmetry is broken within a single example of these states, the symmetrized version must always exist according to the Equivariant Branching Lemma [49, 50] . This creates a natural multistability between these two solutions, as they must share the same regions of stability to fulfill the symmetries of the underlying system. From the perspective of one of the oscillators, this means that two stable harmonic limit cycles coexist simultaneously. When used as switches, one usually prefers 'nice' and 'well-behaved' solutions. The symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking solutions preserve the S 1 -symmetry of the system, i.e. they have no amplitude oscillations, and therefore represent a perfect example for use in applications.
Figure 3 a) shows the extrema of |Z| 2 versus λ for φ = 0.2π. This is a representative linescan for the creation and destabilization of symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking states. First, the usual onset of harmonic oscillations at λ = 0 can be seen by the existence of a single maximum in |Z| 2 for λ > 0. For this the value of coupling phase φ , only the inphase synchronized solution becomes stable and |Z| 2 is identical for both oscillators. However at λ 0.05, the maxima of both oscillators begin to differ, which indicates the symmetrybreaking in both the amplitude and the phase, without any asymmetry in the oscillator parameters or coupling terms. The underlying bifurcation is a pitchfork of limit cycles, which breaks the underlying exchange symmetry. The symmetrybreaking nature of pitchfork bifurcations is well-established [23] , but noticeably, here the harmonic oscillations are nevertheless preserved. This also distinguishes these states from the known phenomenon of oscillation death [33, 34] , which stabilizes asymmetric fixed points and employs a symmetrybreaking coupling. A representative timeseries slice (after a transient time of 10000 time units) for Re(Z) is shown in Fig. 3 b) and a phase space representation of Z in Fig. 3 c) . For λ 0.1, we find an additional bifurcation, which we so far cannot describe analytically. However, numerics strongly imply that it is a secondary Andronov-Hopf, leading to amplitude oscillations on top of the symmetry-broken amplitude- 
and phase-locking state. A sample time series (after a transient time of 10000 time units) is shown in Fig. 3 e) . After the secondary Andronov-Hopf, oscillations are no longer harmonic and thus the phase space projection in Fig. 3 f) is filling out an area. Resymmetrization of both oscillators happens, in this example but not always, after an additional perioddoubling for λ 0.13. We have not investigated this bifurcation in greater detail, but it seems to be a symmetry-breaking period-halfing bifurcation in the reverse direction.
B. Analytical description for the general case
After the numerical indications for the existence of the symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking states, we will now show how to derive an analytical formula to describe these states. Let s ∈ C be the complex factor describing the relationship of Z 1 and Z 2 at all times:
which we can insert into Eqs. (1) and (2). We use the transformations Λ = λ − Re(σ ),ω = ω − Im(σ ) and the complex coupling strength σ = κ exp iφ . We are specifically looking for states with harmonic oscillations and can therefore seṫ Z = iΩZ, with some unknownΩ. After dividing by Z (assuming Z = 0) we obtain
with Ω =ω −Ω. The two complex Eqs. (10) and (11) contain the unknown quantities |Z| 2 , Ω and s = Re(s) + iIm(s). They can be used to obtain expressions for these quantities as a function of the other parameters (λ , φ , γ). Using polar description:
one can obtain a short equation for the relationship of a and ψ:
This extends the work of Aronson et al. [44] , who described ψ = 0 for Im(γ) = 0. However, one arrives at transcendental equations if one tries to solve Eqs. (10) and (11) completely for a and ψ using polar coordinates. We therefore used s = Re(s) + Im(s) and split each equation into real and imaginary part. The details of the derivation and full solutions are shown in Appendix B. Because they are the solutions to a quartic equation, the expressions become somewhat lengthy, see Appendix B Eq. (45) and (46) . Additionally, one must be careful to exclude spurious solutions, which can be introduced. Nevertheless, we did obtain complete analytical formulas, that do not rely on any implicit solution methods. With these solutions, we can show that every phase-lag ψ can be reached with a broken symmetry even the 'symmetric phases' of ψ = 0, π, i.e identical phases but different amplitudes. However, we never find a state with a = 1 and ψ = 0, π, i.e. identical amplitudes but an asymmetric phase-relationship. Fig. 3 d) compares the numerically obtained phase and amplitude relationship Z 2 = a exp(iψ)Z 1 (blue and pink), with the analytic expressions for a (pink) and ψ (green). As can be seen in Fig. 3 d) , the agreement is perfect, as no approximations were made in the derivation of the analytical formulas. The analytical forms can now be used to derive additional bi- The bounding bifurcations and regions of existence are shown in Fig. 4 a)-d) for the same values of Im(γ) as in Fig. 2 a)-d) . We have used the analytically derived bifurcations to calculate the regions of existence for symmetrybroken amplitude-and phase-locking states. The number of qualitatively different co-existing branches is indicated with the color scheme and numbers, where green denotes the existence of one branch of symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking states, and yellow the existence of two such branches. We have not counted the symmetrized versions as independent solutions. As can be seen, for large enough λ such states always exist.
The pitchfork of limit cycles described in Sec. III and shown in Eq. (7) and (8) , which bounds the stability region of the in-phase and anti-phase orbits and was already identified in Ref. [29] as the Benjamin-Feir-instability, at the same time generates the symmetry-broken amplitude-and phaselocking states. It is shown as P IP and P AP in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 . In addition to the pitchfork of limit cycles, symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking can also arise in a saddle-node bifurcation described by:
with c = Im(γ)/Re(γ). This saddle node bifurcation gives rise to two branches of symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking states. One of these branches connects to the pitchfork of limit-cycles, which is subcritical for all values of φ for which the saddle-node exists and connected via the unstable branch of the saddle-node bifurcation. Consequentially, where the saddle-node bifurcation collides with the pitchfork of limit cycles, the latter turns from supercritical to subcritical. This is indicated by the red circles in Fig. 4 . This saddle-node bifurcation arises as a necessary condition while calculation a and ψ, of which the details are shown in Appendix B. To our knowledge, its existence was not reported before and completes the boundaries of the region where symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking states exist. Knowing all the boundaries, it is therefore possible to describe the local stability of the symmetry-broken amplitudeand phase-locking states. Where the pitchfork is supercritical, the stability of in-phase or anti-phase solutions is transferred to the newly created symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking state. Thus, these states are born stable along the parts of the pitchfork lines (P IP and P AP ) that lie between the saddle-node-pitchfork-point (red circles in Fig. 4 ) and the pitchfork-torus-point (black squares in Fig. 4) , i.e. where the pitchfork is supercritical and bounds the regions of stability of the in-phase and anti-phase solutions as shown in Fig. 2 . Especially of note is that initially, these states appear on both sides of the pitchfork, but for increasing Im(γ) the situation becomes asymmetric as the saddle-node-pitchfork-point and the pitchfork-torus-point cross each other (compare circles and squares in Fig. 4 a) and b) , first the red circles are surrounded by black squares, then it becomes an alternating pattern).
C. Symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking for the special case of phase-lag ψ = 0, π and ψ = π/2, 3π/2
While generically the symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking combines both differences in the amplitude as well as in the phase, we can also find parameters where only the amplitude differs, and the phase is trivially fixed, i.e Z 2 = a exp(iψ)Z 1 with either ψ = 0 or ψ = π. The full calculations can be found in Appendix C. The condition for this special case is given by
where σ = k exp(iφ ) was used. This condition corresponds to the black vertical dotted lines in Fig. 4 , and they appear at different coupling phases depending on the shear parameter Im(γ). Nevertheless, they always appear in the center of the regions bounded by the in-phase pitchfork (PIP) and antiphase pitchfork (PAP) bifurcation lines. Along these vertical lines we can calculate the amplitude relation a explicitly, depending on the bifurcation parameter λ . Bifurcating from the in-phase solution, we find the two branches
Note, that a + = 1/a − . On one of these branches, a approaches zero asymptotically, while the other branch grows linearly with λ . The branches bifurcating from the anti-phase solution have almost the same form:
The second case ψ = π/2, 3π/2 can be treated analogously.
Here we find the condition
Hence a phase shift of ψ = π/2, 3π/2 occurs exactly for coupling phases φ where there is no pitchfork bifurcation and the symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locked states only emerge from saddle-node bifurcations, see the grey dotted vertical lines in Fig. 4 . The full equations a(λ ) for this case can be found in Appendix C. The conditions shown in Eq. (15) and (18) describe the only coupling-phases φ for which ψ does not change while increasing λ , only the amplitude ratio a changes. Therefore, the four vertical dotted lines in Fig. 4 form a sort of 'organizing skeleton' at which the symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking states are pinned.
V. DISCUSSION
The symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking presented in this paper may be related to what people generally refer to as 'phase-lag synchronization'. But while 'phase-lag synchronization' usually refers to synchronization of noisy or chaotic systems, the states found here are absolutely regular and thus of a somewhat different nature. Similarly, these symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking states may be seen as a peculiar case of a splay-state. However, in splaystates one usually finds a symmetric distribution of phase-lags between clusters, which is not the case here.
There is also the argument to be made that these states are connected to cluster-solutions found in large mean-field coupled oscillator networks. The main bifurcations of this system have already been known and can also be derived from more general N-oscillator networks (see the Appendix D)). Given the important position of the Stuart-Landau model in the field of nonlinear dynamics, this system has naturally been studied thoroughly in the past. When comparing with the results of Ref. [32] a similarity between cluster states and symmetrybroken amplitude-and phase-locking states is apparent. However, we still believe the connection between cluster states and the symmetry-broken amplitude and phase-locking states to be more complex than that. While both cluster states and the states presented in this paper are born in symmetry-breaking bifurcations, their stability differs in a crucial way: In the case of large N, the cluster states as described in the literature appear to be dominated by the internal stability of clusters of different sizes. Once the sizes of such clusters are known, the dynamics can be calculated using a modified version of Eq. (1) and (2), where one adds a weight in the coupling term. However, these weighted coupled Stuart-Landau equations will no longer possess the Z 2 -symmetry and hence differing amplitudes are to be expected for the clusters. Until investigated more clearly, it is not clear whether a solution with 2 clusters of the same size but different amplitudes is stable in a system with large N and no detailed description of solutions breaking only the Z 2 -symmetry is given in the literature for a case of two clusters. In our case here, with only two oscillators, each of them exhibiting a different phase, applying the term 'cluster' seems unsuited. From a applications perspective systems with many oscillators forming clusters both exhibit unwanted complexity and unneeded degeneracy, with solutions with amplitude-oscillations potentially coexisting with fixedamplitude states (cf. Fig. 4 . in Ref. [32] ).
Schmidt and Krischer [51] investigated a network of StuartLandau oscillators with a non-linear coupling. The system contains an additional conservation law, allowing for analytical solutions despite the more complex equations of motion. They report the existence and stability regions of "amplitude clusters" and "modulated amplitude clusters", which are likely analog to the states reported in this work. This possibly suggests, that the symmetry-broken amplitude-and phaselocking states are not tied to a specific form of coupling.
As discussed in Sec. I, the applicability of our results to a wide range of systems is possible, due to the general nature of the Stuart-Landau equation. Arguably the most important example are laser systems, for which the corresponding LangKobayashi equations (excluding the delay term) are very similar to a Stuart-Landau system as shown in Eq. (1), and given by:
where E is the complex electric field variable, N the normalized excess carrier density, T the electron-photon lifetime ratio, α is the amplitude-phase-coupling and p the pump current. Indeed, for two instantaneously coupled lasers, a similar state was already mentioned in Ref. [14] , albeit it was never found to be stable. For the case with delayed coupling Ref. [13] presents a similar solution. Recently, the authors of Ref. [15] reported stable solutions analogous to the symmetrybroken amplitude-and phase-locking states found in this paper and called them 'single-color symmetry-broken states'. These were found using numerical simulations and path con-tinuation methods for τ = 0, which was extended to τ = 0 in Ref. [42] . In fact, the amplitude-modulated version of the symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking states shown in Fig. 3 e) is possibly connected to the 'two-color symmetrybroken states' of Ref. [15] . However, in comparison to the Stuart-Landau case presented here, no analytical description for the laser equations seems to be known, as only implicit transcendental equations are derived. Additionally, the global picture of bifurcations already seems to differ in some fundamental aspects, as there are only miniscule bistable regions between in-phase and anti-phase solutions at small coupling strengths, while for large coupling strength stable in-phase and anti-phase solutions are bounded by two tightly separated torus-bifurcations. Another discussion of symmetry-broken laser states can be found in Ref. [52] . As laser dynamics is a vast topic with large diversity of effects [46, 53] , the interplay between symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking states and more complex dynamics can be explored [54] .
In our parameter study, we found the imaginary part of the nonlinearity parameter γ to be important. While the sign does not change our results, except for a mirroring along φ = π, the size of Im(γ) determines the extend of the region of stable symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking. Additionally, as the system can be rescaled with respect to Re(γ), it is best to consider the fraction Im(γ)/Re(γ). This corresponds to the well known amplitude-phase-coupling factor α in the laser system seen in Eq. (19) . The parameters used in this work would translate to α = 5 for Im(γ) = 0.5. Similarly, λ can be related to the driving pump current p of a laser system. We therefore expect symmetry-broken amplitudeand phase-locking to be more prevalent in high-α lasers sufficiently above threshold.
In coupled nonlinear tunnel diodes, the authors of Ref. [23] describe 'skew orbits' and symmetry-broken stable states. While the used system there has no S 1 -symmetry, the results are still underlining how a pitchfork bifurcation can result in symmetry-broken solutions.
One important result of our work is the existence of bistable and tristable regions for coupled symmetric nonlinear oscillators. These can be used as switches, and in fact this has been demonstrated numerically for the laser system in Ref. [15] . We expect the same methods to be applicable to all nonlinear oscillators coupled in a scheme similar to the one used here.
Lastly, as we can show the existence of symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking states for any coupling-phase φ given a sufficiently large λ (cf. Fig. 4) , this opens the possibility to stabilize these states using feedback methods.
VI. CONCLUSION
To conclude, we found symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking in a system of two coupled identical StuartLandau oscillators. These states are characterized by harmonic oscillations of both oscillators with different amplitudes and phases. They break the underlying exchange symmetry of the system, without destroying the harmonic oscillations. We calculated the bifurcations responsible for their creation and can analytically derive expressions for the phase-lag ψ and amplitude-relationship a of both oscillators. Additionally, we presented a parameter study, showing the increased stability of these solutions with increasing shear Im(γ). There is a strong connection to previously found results in laser systems and we expect these results to be applicable to a wide range of coupled nonlinear oscillators. The nature of these states makes them perfect as switches, owing to the natural multistability.
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APPENDIX
Here we present the detailed derivations of the analytical results of the main paper. These technical details will be most useful to readers trying to transfer our results to other systems. The Appendix first derives the standard bifurcations (Eq. (3) to (8)) in App. A. We then derive the analytical form of the symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-coupling states in App. B, with the special cases of ψ covered in App. C. Lastly, we compare and discuss these results with previous publications on globally coupled Stuart-Landau networks in App. D.
A. Bifurcations
This section describes how to derive the bifurcation lines shown in Fig. 2 . For the system as described in Eqs. (1)- (2) an Andronov-Hopf bifurcation occurs at λ = 0, as it is the normal form of such a bifurcation. There, the oscillators are in-phase (Z 1 = Z 2 ). The phase velocity of this orbit is given by
where the radius r grows with
By moving to a co-rotating frameẐ = exp(−iΩt)Z we can eliminate the rotation from the system. All oscillations with fixed amplitude and frequency Ω become fixed points in the new variableẐ (dropping the hat from now on). In this new system the stability of fixed points can be evaluated by linear stability analysis. The stability of a fixed point (Z 1 = x 1 + iy 1 , Z 2 = x 2 + iy 2 ) is calculated from the Jacobian of the linearized system given by
with C given by
Here, σ is the complex coupling strength σ = κ exp(iφ ). J(Z n ) is defined as 2Im(γ)x n y n + Re(γ) 3x 2 n + y 2 n + λ 2Re(γ)x n y n − Im(γ) x 2 n + 3y 2 n + Ω − 1 2Re(γ)x n y n + Im(γ) 3x 2 n + y 2 n − Ω + 1 2Im(γ)x n y n + Re(γ) x 2 n + 3y 2 n + λ
Inserting the values for the in-phase solution Z 1 = Z 2 , we can calculate the characteristic equation:
where η is the eigenvalue we are interested in. Eq. (26) always has the solution η = 0, corresponding to the trivial Floquet exponent. The next factor yields a zero Flocquet exponent for λ = 0, corresponding to the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation generating the in-phase solution (H IP in Fig. 2) . The final factor given by
always gives pairs of eigenvalues. Setting η = 0 yields the condition
which corresponds to the in-phase pitchfork of limit cycles (P IP in Fig. 2 ). Additionally, we can look for eigenvalues with non-vanishing imaginary part, Re(η) = 0 in Eq. (27) . We find
corresponding to a secondary Hopf or Torus bifurcation (T IP in Fig. 2) .
Starting from the trivial off-state Z 1 = Z 2 = 0, another Hopf-bifurcation occurs at λ H(AP) = 2κ cos φ . There, the oscillators are anti-phase (Z 1 = −Z 2 ). The phase velocity of this orbit is given by
where the radius r is given by
Again we transform the system into the co-rotating frame. The resulting Jacobian is identical to the in-phase case. However, inserting the anti-phase solution yields a different characteristic polynomial:
First note again that there is always the trivial Floquet exponent η = 0. For the second factor we find
Im(γ) sin φ + Re(γ) cos φ (33) fulfills η = 0, corresponding to the anti-phase pitchfork of limit cycles (P AP in Fig. 2 ). Looking for purely imaginary η we find
which describes the secondary Hopf bifurcation on the antiphase solution (T AP in Fig. 2 ). The last factor simply recovers the generating Hopf-bifurcation of the anti-phase oscillations (H AP in Fig. 2 ) with λ = 2κ cos(φ ). These are all the bifurcations found for the off-state Z 1 = Z 2 = 0 and for the in-phase and anti-phase solutions. However, the Saddle-Node of limit cycles shown in Fig. 4 can not be derived this way, but emerges as a necessary condition when calculating the symmetry-broken amplitude-and phasecoupling states (see next section).
B. Analytical symmetry-broken solutions
In the following we show the derivation of the analytical formulas for describing the symmetry-broken phase and amplitude locking states. In the general case we have two coupled ODEs:
We redefine Λ = λ − Re(σ ) andω = ω − Im(σ ). We are interested in symmetry-broken states Z 2 = sZ 1 := sZ with constant s ∈ C. We are only interested in states of pure harmonic oscillations, i.e., rotations in the complex plain. We can therefore make the rotating wave ansatzŻ = iΩZ which leads to
where Ω =ω −Ω. We have also assumed Z = 0 and divided by Z. We have four real-valued unknowns left: |Z| 2 , Ω, Re(s) and Im(s), for which the complex Eqs. (37) and (38) suffice. One can also transform these by taking Eq. (37) multiplied by s and subtracting Eq. (38) and vice versa, leading to:
Equations (39) and (40) nicely illustrate that s = ±1 is always a solution of the system, corresponding to the in-phase and anti-phase orbits of coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators. Note, that we can not make use of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra to reduce this equation, even though these roots are known, as Eqs. (39) and (40) contain non-polynomial elements |s| 2 .
We can use the real and imaginary part for Eq. (37) to determine |Z| 2 and Ω:
with c = Im(γ)/Re(γ). After inserting these equations into Eq. (40) we once again split into real and imaginary parts. One may be tempted to use the polar description of s = a exp(iψ) to solve these equations, and indeed one can obtain Eq. (13) linking a and ψ by this ansatz. However, we deem it impossible to fully solve for a and ψ this way, because of the transcendent nature of equations that are obtained. We therefore use s = Re(s) + iIm(s). Similarly, we set σ = α + iβ . This way, closed polynomial equations for Re(s) and Im(s) can be deduced. With additional definitions x = Re(s), y = Im(s), g = α/β and L = Λ/β for visual clarity, these two equations for s result in the following equations for x and y:
where we have used the definitions Eqs. (43) and (44) lead to a final quartic equation that are difficult to solve by hand.
We have used the Solve-function of Wolfram Mathematica to solve Eqs. (43) and (44) . Apart from s = ±1, we also obtain solutions of the form:
with the following definitions:
We still need to be able to produce a similarly clear description for Im(s), but two ways of obtaining it from Re(s) are possible: First, we can use the a-to-ψ formula obtained earlier in the manuscript and rewrite it to obtain Im(s) as a function of Re(s). Alternatively, we can use the fact that for each s the corresponding value 1/s is also a solution to our system of equations. Hence s 1 = 1/s 2 and s 3 = 1/s 4 . Consequently, we do know Re(s) and Re(1/s) and through some simple algebra can obtain Im(s). All of these approaches introduce some spurious solutions one needs to be careful not to include, for which we have mainly relied on numerical simulations in the paper. Additionally, by splitting s into real and imaginary part, we know that Re(s) and Im(s) need to be real-valued. Hence we can use the square roots inside Eqs. (45) and (46) to obtain necessary conditions for the existence of symmetry-broken amplitude and phase locking states. By solving T 2 ≥ 0 we obtain the bifurcation line of the saddle-node of limit cycles (Eq. (14)) as described in the paper and plotted as the red line in Fig. 4. C. Special cases ψ = 0, π and ψ = π/2, 3π/2
We are describing symmetry-broken amplitude and phaselocking states Z 1 = ae iψ Z 2 with a = 1 or ψ = 0, π. First, we will search for solutions where the oscillators exhibit harmonic waves with different radius but with phase shifts restricted to ψ = 0 or ψ = π, i.e., we search for nontrivial inand anti-phase solutions fulfilling Z 1 = ±aZ 2 which we plug into Eq. (35) and (36) . We simplify and obtain the following two equations for Z 2 :
The oscillator Z 2 needs to fulfill both equations in order to give us a solution of the type we are looking for. In principle, each equation is a shifted Hopf normal form, so we need to find out where the branches of periodic solutions for each equation meet. In the following, we omit the index of Z 2 and only write Z for simplicity. Let us investigate Eq. (50) first which we rearrange to find:
We denote
Then the bifurcating periodic orbit is given by its radius R 1 and its frequency F 1 :
We proceed analogously for the second equation (51):
Here we denote
In this case, the bifurcating periodic orbit is given by its radius R 2 and its frequency F 2 :
The task is to find a parameter a such that R 1 = R 2 and F 1 = F 2 . Let us start with R 1 = R 2 , i.e., R 2 1 = R 2 2 . We obtain the following fourth order polynomial in a:
Next, we solve for F 1 = F 2 where we obtain a quadratic equation in a:
This gives us either the condition 1 = a 2 , which is consistent with the known in-phase and anti-phase solutions of the system or the condition
as claimed in the paper. We insert this into Eq. (60) to obtain the branches a(λ ) of Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) . These are the branches for nontrivial in-phase and anti-phase solutions.
In the same way we will now search for solutions with phase shifts restricted to ψ = π/2 or ψ = 3π/2, i.e., we search for nontrivial solutions fulfilling Z 1 = iaZ 2 which we plug into Eq. (35) . We simplify and obtain the following two equations for Z 2 :
Again, the oscillator Z 2 needs to fulfill both equations in order to give us a solution of the type we are looking for. For simplicity, we omit the index of Z 2 and only write Z. We carry out the same calculations as above and find the bifurcating periodic orbit, given by its radiusR 1 and its frequencyF 1 : 
We proceed completely analogously for the second equation (64):
We setR 1 =R 2 , and obtain the following fourth order polynomial in a: 0 = a 4 Im(σ ) + a 3 (Re(σ ) − λ ) + a(λ − Re(σ )) + Im(σ ) (69) Next, we setF 1 =F 2 which yields a quadratic equation in a:
This gives us the condition −1 = a 2 , which is again consistent with the known in-phase and anti-phase solutions of the system, as this would lead to Z 1 = iaZ 2 = ±Z 2 . Alternatively the condition Im(γ)
arises as claimed in the paper. For this specific set of parameters, we find two distinct branches of solutions that exist for the asymmetric states Fig. 1 from Ref. [29] . bifurcation lines are our analytic results described by Eq. (4) for the Hopf (H AP ), Eq. (7) and (8) for the pitchfork (P IP and P AP ), and Eq. (6) for the torus bifurcation (T AP ). Parameters: α = −β
Note that these branches do not cross any pitchfork bifurcation, as the coupling phase values φ where these special ψ = π/2, 3π/2 solutions exist lead to the pitchfork bifurcation being pushed to λ → ∞. The branches only emerge out of saddle-node bifurcations, see the grey dotted lines in Fig-4 .
D. Comparison with Globally Coupled Stuart-Landau Networks
Finally, we will shortly show the connection of the discussed solutions and parameter regions with cluster solutions in large networks. In previous publications of large globally coupled networks of Stuart-Landau oscillators, the authors often employ a different parametrization of the system [29] :
for the more general case of N oscillators coupled all-to-all. This reduces to Eq. (1) and (2) for N = 2 with the following substitutions: κ cos φ = (1 + iβ )/2, λ = µ, γ = −1 − iα, ω = 0. In this representation, the frequency has been taken out by a corresponding rotating frame and the real part of the coupling has been normalized to 1 without loss of generality. In other parts of the literature the parameter λ has been set to 1 instead [32] .
To illustrate the relationship to our results, we have used the same evaluation methods from the main paper and plotted the resulting solutions for the system as described in Eq. (74) for N = 2 and α = −β . As can be seen in Fig. 5 , we find the same boundaries for the synchronized and anti-synchronized regions as described in Ref. [29] . However, due to the choice of parameters, the anti-phase synchronized solution never undergoes a supercritical Hopf-bifurcation in this representation.
The regions outside of these two main solutions have been investigated in great detail in Ref. [29, 30, 32, 55] , with a focus on chaotic motion and cluster formation. We find the symmetry-broken amplitude-and phase-locking states in the corresponding regions for N = 2 here, suggesting an intimate connection. However, as far as we can tell, for a system with large N no stable clusters of identical size but different amplitudes have actually been observed or predicted. This hints at possible internal instability of clusters on the corresponding branches of the symmetry-broken amplitude-and phaselocked states, or that the dynamics are no longer harmonic (also cf. Fig. 4 in Ref. [32] for low f a ). Cluster solutions of different sizes, i.e. different numbers of oscillators, are possibly not directly related to the solutions investigated in this manuscript. The connection is likely more complex than that, as these cluster states in large networks are more easily explained by a non-symmetric version of Eq. (10) and (2) with weights, as pointed out by Ref. [29] .
